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CHEMISTRY ON THE MOVE

Transatlantic Study Exchange - 5

Transatlantic Study Exchange - 6

6 students from Regensburg have graduated with the
Atlantis Dual Bachelor Degree in Chemistry
Yes, they could! All six students from Regensburg who
spend their 4th year at the US partner schools University
of Kansas and University of Arkansas have successfully
completed the Atlantis curriculum and have been
awarded with the Dual Bachelor Degree in Chemistry.
Having been part of the graduation ceremony has been a
most memorable event for all students, especially given
the fact that in Germany no special celebrations are held
for neither finishing high school nor college.
The future plans of the newly graduates are quite different: Matthias Knust plans to enter the PhD program in
Arkansas, while Isabel Huber, having been offered the
same option, has not made a decision yet. Sven-Peter
Fritz was accepted to the PhD program in Bristol, UK,
where he will move this fall. Frederik Bachhuber and
Jonas Bloedt have entered the PhD program in Regensburg, something that would not have been possible with
the Bachelor degree from Regensburg alone. Andreas
Eiberweiser, while having been offered a PhD position
in Regensburg as well, might opt to complete his Master
degree instead, and subsequently return to the US for a
PhD program.

12 students enter the transatlantic study exchange
in the 2009/2010 cycle
The new exchange cycle for the term 2009/2010 has
started: Seven students from Europe (four from
Dublin, three from Regensburg) and five from the US
(four from Arkansas, one from Kansas) have crossed
the Atlantic. While the US students will spend their
first semester at Dublin City University, followed by a
semester in Regensburg, the European students will
spend a full year at one of the US partner schools. The
University of Arkansas will host five, the University of
Kansas two European students in this year’s cycle.

Emer Duffy and Marina Kilduff (both Dublin City
University) in front of the Jayhawk, the mascot of the
University of Kansas

Graduation at Kansas University: F. Bachhuber, S.-P. Fritz and
J. Bloedt (left to right)
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The US and Irish students are in their 3rd year and
should therefore graduate in 2011, in contrast the
Regensburg students enter their 4th and therefore final
year of study. “The college system in the US is quite
different,” Stefan Ruider from Regensburg notes, “but
with the help of International Office and the Atlantis
students from Arkansas we knew already from the
previous school year, things progressed smoothly.”
…contd.

Transatlantic Study Exchange – 6…contd.

Reuniting at a Steak House in Arkansas: US- and European
students participating in the Atlantis program 2008/09/10

Thanks to the strong focus on research in the 4th year
of the Atlantis curriculum he and Daniel Rackl will
already have the chance to participate in a chemistry
conference next month in Houston, “exciting
opportunities that would not have been available in
the standard three year Bachelor curriculum of the
University of Regensburg”.

Doing research: Thomas Broja (UREG) in front of his first
“own hood” at UARK

In parallel, nine student exchanges between Dublin
and Regensburg took place this spring/summer in
addition to numerous exchanges within the
ERASMUS program with other European universities.
To qualify for the Atlantis program and the transatlantic exchange, studying one semester in Europe
outside the home institution is required.
“Despite the high requirements of the program, the
number of applicants is currently very high, and
students already approach us now to inquire about
their chances to get admitted even before entering the
University. This is a very exciting development.” Prof.
Reiser states, who coordinates the program in Europe,
“that gives us confidence to continue with Atlantis in
the future.

EUCHEMUSA Partners visited
In every newsletter we introduce one of the participating
campuses of the EUCHEMUSA network. In the term
2009/2010, the University of Regensburg (UREG) is
hosting five Atlantis students from the US and is sending
three students in return.
The University of Regensburg was founded in 1962 and
first held lectures in 1967. Designed as a full university
with 12 departments, it offers a traditional, diversified
spectrum of subjects including medicine. During the
2006/07 winter semester, there were altogether 18,600
students enrolled, and of that 1,493 were international
students. All of the facilities of the university can be
found on the 150 hectare-wide campus on the southern
edge of the Old City, making the way between the
faculties and the central facilities (administration, library,
computing centre, cafeteria, etc.) short.
International students are an important part of the
University of Regensburg. They encompass about nine
percent of all students and come from approximately 90
different countries. Approximately 25 percent of
international students come within the framework of
exchange programs - presently with approximately 205
partner universities - and stay normally only 1 to 2
semesters in Regensburg. This time-limited stay is part of
the home university’s course of study and usually is not
designed for the completion of a degree. In the 2006/07
winter semester, approximately 350 exchange students
studied at the University of Regensburg. The vast
majority of international students come though in order to
acquire a degree here. During the 2006/07 winter
semester, there were about 1,100 international students
enrolled at the University of Regensburg with the goal of
a degree.
The faculty of chemistry and pharmacy consists of 24
professors and of about 80 staff members, with a total
student enrollment of about 1200. Priority research and
teaching areas are Medicinal Chemistry, Sustainable
Chemistry and Chemistry of Soft Matter. Furthermore,
the faculties of biology, biochemistry and medicine offer
jointly with our faculty chemistry and pharmacy related
curricula as well.

The faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy at the University of
Regensburg

More information about the project at
http://www-oc.chemie.uni-regensburg.de/atlantis

